Takahide Sano - Tokyo (J) 02/06/1958
1976 High School Diploma in Industrial Design (Hongo High School Tokyo)
1976-1988 he worked at Toshiba Design Centre, specialising in audiovideo and TV design, both for the domestic Japanese market and the
foreign one: more than 60 products he designed were produced and
obtained a good commercial success.
1988 He moved to Milan and started working as Junior Designer at
Studio Bonetto (1988 -1989).
1989-1993 he worked as assistant of the Italian artist Marcello Morandini.
1990 he started working as a free-lance designer (founding Studio SANO)
Some of the companies he worked for: WMF, De’ Longhi, Covo, Firme di
Vetro, Tenacta-Imetec, Agfa, Seiko, Epson, Toshiba Lightech, Honda
Europe, Metaly, Biesse, Nitty Gritty, Candy Hoover, Ragaini Group,
Mandelli.
1996-2001 he worked as a fixed member in the cast of a TV programme
on RAI 2, “Quelli che il calcio” (a variety show linked to Italian soccer,
which included a lot more though) being in the TV Studio or being a
correspondent from some sites in Italy and abroad
2001-2002 creative director of TVS S.p.A.
2002 creative director of SAMP - Pesaro fair Organization.
2001 - 2004 creative director of M.O.D.I.A. Design. Under his guide, this
company developed for Honda Europe new concepts and type of veihicles
(two/three/four wheels), performed trend and marketing researches,
made prototypes in scale 1:1 of scooters (600cc) and minicars. He
managed a team of modelists, industrial and graphic designers,
automotive designers, Italian Japanese and European engineers of high
professional expertise.
2006 - started his partnership with the De’ Longhi Group (in Italy)
2008 - started his partnership with AV Consulting (Italy)

2015 - started his partnership with Bertone Design for the Japanese
market.
Besides his work as an industrial designer, since1980 he has been working
together with the Japanese art gallery Unac Tokyo and the artist Marcello
Morandini, designing for both Museum fittings in several countries of the
world. He also teached in IED Milan and Academy of arts - PO in
Antwerp.

